Crafted office furniture helping people work at their best.
Our flagship desking range.

Zurich stations with Strata-Curve screens.

Zurich stations with Strata-Stitch.

Zurich workpoints with ergonomic options: Fixed Height, Technician Adjust, User Adjust and Electronic Sit to Stand.
Screens can be static height as above, or adjusted with desk position as below. Controller options range from simple up/down buttons to digital displays and Bluetooth enabled smartphone app functionality.
Activate Station

Hard-working, all-purpose, economical desk system.

Activate workpoints with practical, intuitive, user-friendly features.

An economical workpoint solution engineered for robust working environments.
Every Activate desk is backed by Aspect’s dependable, local manufacturing.

Single push-button height adjustment covers 650mm of rise with clean cable management.
Runway Station

Runway executive station with desk return.

Runway linear desking incorporating excellence in cable management, accessorisation and privacy screening.
Harbour Station

Harbour is a modular system which provides a flexible solution for focus zones and can be easily reconfigured into multiple scenarios.

Harbour can simply be erected, plugged in, taken down and relocated, without the need for complex or lengthy installations.
Floorsense is a revolutionary product designed and developed in New Zealand to help businesses maximise the benefits of Activity-Based Working environments.

A smart sensor sits under the desk and reports back real-time occupancy. It works in conjunction with Floorsight, an RFID sensor and wireless phone charger that allows users to reserve a desk with either their building access card or their phone. The software allows for not only a responsive booking system but also a tablet app that allows end users to locate each other easily. Administrators are provided clear analytics for thousands of workspaces, in real-time, and with statistical reports.

Floorsense provides unparalleled flexibility and analytics for dynamic work environments.
Stork is designed and manufactured in solid American White Ash and is GECA approved.

A relaxed and informal gathering point.

Stork Table
Cable management can be fully integrated with a pivoting power flap in the tabletop and internal cable feed through a cavity in the leg frame.

Stork Table shown at Table Height of 740mm and above in Leaner Height of 1050mm.
The chamfered shape of the top and the legs give the table its light, floating appearance from all angles.

Stork Table in a workpoint setting.
Folding Tables provide a larger format capability than tilting tables and can be manufactured in a range of sizes from 2000 x 1000mm to 3000 x 1500mm.

Agility Table System
Agility’s pedestal and foot combination maximises leg space and provides the ability to tailor the underframe of the table to optimise leg clearance.

Frame in polished aluminium or powder coat Mannex White, Mannex Silver, Mannex Black.
Balance Coffee Table

in a commercial breakout area.

Aspect Laptop Table

features a 12mm compact laminate elliptical top and Agility stem.

The modular Runway componentry can be combined in a multitude of ways to create a versatile and flexible meeting table solution.
Smartalock enhances the agile way of working by allowing dynamic use of personal locker space closest to where it’s needed.

Smartalock works with existing building access cards, as well as our free smartphone application or via the included touchscreen kiosk.

Storage for flexible working spaces.
Slide Storage integrated with desking systems.

Slide Storage is a versatile and space efficient storage solution.
WorkTote allows staff to freely move about the office from their locker to work point whilst retaining their essential work tools nearby.

The tool for freedom and flexibility.

WorkTote

WorkTote is available in Lemongrass, Seafoam, Watermelon, Nimbus and Charcoal.
Smooth curves and perfect lines.

The Paris Chair with its neat shape and generous overall dimension pictured in leather.
Do Chair has less material and fewer parts, creating the preferred chair for shared environments.

Zone Chair is available in black or white, and is the operator’s choice for ergonomics, comfort and price.
Locally manufactured to global design standards.
Hive Seating

Hive complemented by Duffel Stools.

Designed to enable spaces to flex and adapt through the use of easy to assemble modules.
Hive includes integration with technology and cable management.

Hive is used in a variety of environments such as offices, universities and public spaces.
Collaborate, focus or socialise.

Part of the Liquid Workspace range from Connection, Thynk is exclusive to Aspect Furniture, and manufactured under licence in Australia and NZ.
Locally made enabling quicker lead times, customer selected fabric options, and competitive pricing.

Thynk supports technology with optional power modules and media panels.
New product release.

Stacking 4 leg chair with seat in fully recyclable technopolymer with embossed surface. Stacks up to 8 high.
Academy CB/1695.
Designer office chair with
5 star aluminium base,
with options of polymer
shell or upholstered.
With 450 staff spread over 4 floors of Darling Park Tower 3, Aspect responded to Geyer’s brief to create a fit out designed to bring consistency and a sense of harmony across their entire space.

The workplace needed to be flexible to accommodate the different working styles across the business, while at the same time it was important that homogeneous design themes ran throughout to create a feeling of unity.

To create this consistent design language across the various areas, we introduced greenery along the centre lines and spines of the workstations. Staff were also given the flexibility of being able to set up privacy screens, as well as add planters, shelving and accessories as they wished.

**Client**
Avant Mutual

**Location**
Sydney

**Project Size**
2,500m²
Zurich 5 workstations were used throughout the fit-out, with technician height adjustable work points for the general and legal areas. To help staff get the most from these work points, Aspect provided on-site training, which eliminated the need for additional installer call-out fees. Electronic sit/stand workstations were also adopted for the quiet rooms and hot desks. Fluid Screens were used for the general workstations, with Zurich Shortwall spines for the legal work points which enabled tool-less addition of accessories.

Aspect was exceptional in delivery of this project and has since delivered a similar project for Avant Mutual in their Brisbane office.

Aspect’s exceptional service earned them the subsequent Avant Mutual project in Brisbane.
When Suncorp Group consolidated its various companies over five floors, Aspect Furniture was chosen as preferred supplier for the majority of the furniture items.

Following a competitive tender process, Aspect was selected as it was able to demonstrate excellence in all areas of project delivery, from design, to manufacture, combined with a strong track record completing similar commercial projects.

“A key part of the project for us was supplying two of our locally manufactured Aspect Workpoint solutions—Zurich 5 and Stork,” says Sales Director Roy Campion.

The Zurich 5 system caters for both back-to-back and stand-alone formats and can be easily switched between the two configurations. Stork is an architecturally detailed table system with solid timber subframe that is ideal for shared project spaces or drop-down workpoints. Aspect Furniture also supplied seating, meeting tables and leaners throughout the contemporary fit-out.

Quality you can bank on.

Client
Suncorp

Location
Auckland

Project Size
5 floors
Herbert Smith Freehills invested in a new workplace for its business support services to thrive; a place where they could develop an independent culture focusing on people first. As one of the world’s leading professional services businesses, Herbert Smith Freehills brings together the best talent to meet the legal needs of its clients.
In a move signalling a new era of modern working in the Australian legal industry, the firm made the decision to transition its Business Services team in Sydney from the CBD to a new business hub in Macquarie Park. Aspect Furniture was appointed to deliver flexible, innovative and collaborative workplace furniture.

Unassigned workspaces that are supported by dedicated focus and collaborative zones.
Aspect Furniture was selected to provide 980 workstations and furniture for the new facility for Department of Finance and Treasury, Tasmania.

Aspect Furniture became the preferred supplier to provide the office furniture for Department of Finance and Treasury’s new facilities designed by FJMT in the new Parliament Square Project, located in Hobart, Tasmania.

The tender was released to a pre-selected 7 contestants who after providing pricing were all asked to submit samples for evaluation to the criteria provided.

Aspect provided nearly all the furniture package with desks, tables, soft seating and accessories. Hansen Yuncken was undertaking Stage 1A of the project and has been involved in design management from 80% design to ensure the 10 level (14,000m2 NLA) commercial office building meets all objectives, including achieving 6 Star Design and As-built Green Star ratings.

Revitalising the cultural, business and heritage of Hobart’s cityscape, Parliament Square, which is being developed by Citta Property Group, forms a vital link between the city centre and waterfront. Given its prime location, adjacent to the Salamanca Precinct and behind Parliament House, the commercial office space will be leased by the State Government.

Client
Department of Finance & Treasury

Location
Hobart

Project Size
980 workpoints

Furniture for the treasury.
When the NSW Public Service Commission (PSC) decided to move to a new office space across a single floor in order to enable easier communication between departments, IA Design was engaged to create a more agile workspace based on the principles of activity based working. A staff of 150 people were to be accommodated in the new 2000 square metre space.

A vision workshop established that the environment was to be sophisticated and timeless while feeling warm and inviting. Staff now enter into a warm and sophisticated reception area, moving through into a large break-out space that features two kitchens and a variety of seating options. Surrounding this space are the offices, workstations and multiple types of meeting spaces.
Aspect Furniture was shortlisted in a tender as a pre-approved provider to the NSW state contract for office furniture. Out of all the tender submissions, Aspect’s was deemed to offer the best value to the client in terms of superior product to fit the design brief. We were also able to consolidate supply of both workstations and task seating within a single package.

Providing excellence at every level.
Managing the skies.

Thales opened its Australian World Trade Centre offices in Melbourne, as part of the OneSKY project. Minister for Infrastructure, Transport and Regional Development Michael McCormack said the offices, which have undergone a $12 million redevelopment, will be home to the OneSKY project team developing the common civil-military air traffic management system for the Department of Defence and Airservices Australia.

"This facility will be used to develop the most advanced and integrated air traffic control system in the world," he said.

Aspect was selected as the successful tenderer thanks to its experience and capability to supply, as well as its flexible, modular systems that are adaptable over the life of the product.
We believe that high-performing spaces enable high-performing people, so we place a person’s comfort and ease-of-use at the heart of every product and system we create.
Our in-house design team help you create tailored solutions.

Design flexibility.

We don’t just buy and sell furniture—we design and make it. Our in-house design team creates furniture solutions that will inspire, motivate and support the well-being of your team.

Aspect’s designers and workplace specialists help you create a complete furniture solution that will inspire and support people in their work every day. You can choose products directly from our collections, or we can adapt existing designs and create bespoke pieces. We’re here to listen, collaborate and help, so you can meet project needs, budgets and aspirations.

With more than 30 years’ experience in crafting commercial furniture, we add a high level of strategic input. We’ll tailor solutions to suit your space and culture, and help you meet modern workplace needs, as driven by changing technology and employee expectations. Aspect will ensure you create an inspiring workplace that supports greater collaboration, productivity and enjoyment.
Local manufacturers.

We manufacture locally for more control, better quality and less environmental impact.

Our Sydney warehouse and manufacturing plant supplies Aspect furniture across Australia. As local manufacturers, we have full control over design, quality, lead-times and installation, so you get product quickly and reliably from a quality-assured environment backed up by ISO 9001 certification.

Easy access to samples and design prototypes lets us set up conceptual workplaces for large or complex projects where end users can trial systems and interact with our team. This offers clients a rare chance to have input into the furniture they will use.

For ongoing supply and support, we set up an online furniture catalogue unique to your project making reordering easy and ensuring a consistent look and feel. We hold good stock levels and offer maintenance and reconfiguring services as teams change or grow.

Our team get the details right, so your furniture is robust, functional, ergonomic and inspiring throughout the working day.
Visit our Melbourne showroom.

Experience and trial all elements of a modern, agile workplace.

Aspect’s Melbourne showroom is conveniently located at 333 Collins Street in the heart of the city’s design district. An active working environment in its own right, architects, interior designers and end users are invited to experience a full range of fixed and fluid work settings. Collaboration booths, modular workstations, demountable rooms, privacy screens, soft seating, chairs, tables, smart lockers and accessories—absolutely everything is set out for you in an expansive, open space.
Experience over 300 sqm of cutting-edge workplace solutions in the heart of the city. Designed so you can see, touch and trial a complete working environment.

See, touch and operate cutting-edge workplace furniture systems. If there is a specific setting you’d like to trial, we can set it up to your specification for your team to use, adjust, test and discuss. With a central hospitality kitchen, you’ll be fed and watered so you can make unhurried decisions and discuss all options with our experienced team.
Get in touch
1800 696 334
infoau@aspectfurniture.com

Showrooms
Sydney
Melbourne
Canberra
Auckland
Wellington
Christchurch

aspectfurniture.com